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                                                       ASB
                                                  Asymmetric Bis-escaline

 -      10mg (5+5) 4/26/82 10:40AM=[0:00] ATS 5mg; n.e. [1:05] +5mg. n.e.

 +      30mg (20+10) 4/29/82 9:55AM=[0:00] ATS 20mg. n.e. +10mg [1:10], new [0:00]
        [1:00] aware [1:10] a ± [1:30] to ~+ and so to [3] - filter off rather
        quality, +?

 ±      50mg (40+10) 5/14/82 ATS 11:55=[0:00] 40 - then 10 at [1:30] - vague but
        pleasant ± all afternoon. Something still at [5]. ±. Quite randy. Something
        still at [7]?

 ±      100mg (75+25) 6/11/82 ATS 10:37AM=[0:00] [:40] awareness (behind eyes),
        thin, coolness of feet - vague, entirely body. no CNS [1:30] +25mg [2:]
        still ± [3:] thoughts to randy [4:] still primal, [5:] ≡, [6:] slight
        residue. ±

 +      140mg 6/15/82 ATS 10:05AM=[0:00] [1:00] good sound ±, [1:30] to a +,
        certainly, physically, mentally something also. Much physical anesthesia,
        quite randy. [2:] ~+ [3] ex. ej. [4] still +, some diarrhea - at [4:]
        mentally over physical - would have been willing to go higher - smell of
        mescaline virtue. [5] still regret not finding ++ or +++! [8] drop,
        consider LSD [10] veto - still too brittle [14] IRT, relaxed - good sleep
        but [with] busy and nuisance dreams. AM. fine.

 ++.5   240mg (180+60) ATS 9/17/82 1:20PM=[0:00] (AP [with] 4-TME). 180mg, aware
        at [:30] [1:00] sound + [1:30] pushing ++, but stuck to [2:00] when add
        60mg. [2:25] sl.aware of new - shower, etc. All along, erotic easy
        thoughts. [4:00] somewhere >++, not +++ [6:00] drop? [7:] = or less than
        ++ -  gentle drift down through + to sleep at ~[15] - no darts, modest
        sleep seems adequate. Overall, little physical, vague regrets at not
        hitting +++.

++.5 to 280mg 10/8/82 AP, ATS ≡ 5:17PM=[0:00] Foul taste. [:30] aware [:50] to + at
  +++   [1:00] ATS >+; AP ~++ [1:30-2:] stabilize - ++1/2 to +++ [4:] AP up [with]
        tears - to cats - talk to [5:] [8:] up again - solar plexus, AP [11:] cat
        naps - hard to relax one's glands. [15] up for paper - still ~+. Overall,
        not the open, top-light interactions of 2C-B or LSD. Some negative side
        seems to be present.


